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Mike is well versed in the threat to organisational assets. With many years’ experience
across both cyber and physical security worlds. An accomplished senior information security
and data protection expert, Mike boasts extensive experience. A Chartered Institute of
Information Security Fellow, he serves as CSCIS Senior Vice President Europe for cyber
affairs. Notably, Mike has previously advised the UK Government Biometrics and
Surveillance Camera Commissioner as Cyber Security Lead, was Director for Cyber Strategy
& Research at the Security Institute, has been the cyber spokesperson for IIRSM and is a
sought-after speaker and editorial contributor due to his subject matter expertise.
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Ian Warren - Senior Security Consultant
A focused, resolute and pragmatic security consultant/practitioner with over 21 years of
experience providing compliant government standard physical security advice and guidance,
enabling businesses to deliver their essential output safely and securely in the UK and
overseas environments. 

As a Senior Consultant, in the majority of cases, Ian provides a Project Manager- type role
that requires him to initiate a project, manage the various stages through to completion,
engaging with key staff to understand requirements or to mentor progress. Invariably he
will have responsibility for producing output for these projects. This may include but is not
limited to

Privacy Impact Assessments 
Policies & Procedures Reviews
Compliance Audits
ISO27001 implementation mentoring
Training Gap Analysis 
Data protection/GDPR Reviews (including
surveillance systems)

Physical Security Reviews 
Surveillance Camera Reviews 
BSCC’s Passport to Compliance
Red Team Physical Pen Testing
Business Case/Project Management
Reports
Workshops/Presentations

About Advent IM Ltd
Advent IM is the UKs leading independent holistic security consultancy. Our aim is deliver
end to end solutions which ensure best practice compliance with industry standards and
deliver effective security to minimise security breaches. We don’t sell any products; we
provide professional advice and guidance so that your information and physical assets are
protected. 


